Great books for the kids this summer!

Are the kids looking for some great summer reads? Check out these great books. ~Steve

The Eagle Of Benjamin
By Arthur W. Spalding
From the pen of one of Adventism’s best-

Prophecies Of Revelation For Teens
By Seth J. Pierce

Miss Brenda's Bedtime Stories Audio Book V1
By Brenda Walsh

K.I.D.S. CD
By One Voice
This CD contains enjoyable, fun sounding a-capella quintet music. All the
loved storytellers
comes the dramatic
biblical saga of
Jonathan: fearless
warrior, prince of
Israel, friend of David,
faithful follower of
God. Originally
published in 1908,
The *Eagle of
Benjamin* is a daring
approach to sharing
the message of a
Bible story in word-
pictures that captivate
the reader.

New in the What We
Believe series, this
book provides a
stepping stone to help
you stand on the
Cornerstone, Jesus
Christ. *Prophecies of
Revelation for Teens* will challenge
teens to a deeper
study of the Bible and
to discover for
themselves the truth
as it is in Jesus.

The popular *Miss
Brenda's Bedtime
Stories*, volumes 1-5
are now available as
audio books. With
"Miss Brenda" reading
the stories, these are
sure to become
favorites! These audio
books are great for
listening to in the car,
or at bedtime, or for
kids to listen to while
following along with
the book.

sound effects are
vocally produced by
the guys – including
the train whistle! 2006
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